We Share the Name Refugee
A MILLION STEPS OF FAITH

We turn on the nightly news and see thousands upon thousands of men,
women, and children traveling to destinations unknown. As we see their
journey unfold, we may have preconceived ideas about who they are and why
they are branded “refugee.” However, in many ways, we are traveling the same
path.
Each of us is on a journey of faith that begins with one step. We Share the
Name Refugee: A Million Steps of Faith opens our eyes to the journey traveled
by the refugee. Through each narrative, we will see that their story is really
our story as well.
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conversation. Each 7-week study explores a subject significant to the Church and to the story of
God. Dialog creates community. So let’s talk.
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I sat at a table in the gas station and watched them. Across the highway, a
sea of people seemed to be in endless motion. They were Middle Eastern, as

EDEN BEGINS

Late summer 2015, at the EKO gas station in Northern Greece

evidenced by the women covered in hijabs1 and robes. I watched them and
wondered: Who were they? What brought them? Were there terrorists among them?
Sure, I knew how that sounded—it sounded racist. But it was honest—honest
fear. I read the papers. I watched the news. I was paid to report the news, for
that matter. These people were Muslims, and that meant something.
Taking a sip of my soda, I played with the euro coin in my hand. Am I racist?
I considered the question as I squinted across the highway. Cautious, yes.
But racist? No. I had a responsibility to be cautious, to protect myself and my
family from danger.
My gyro sandwich lay open beside me. Tasty, with its roasted meat and fresh
greens, but who had prepared it? Had they washed their hands? People had
different understandings of cleanliness, especially in foreign places. I flicked
a napkin over the top to hide how much would be wasted. The woman behind
the counter laid a tiny piece of paper on the table. The writing was barely
legible and in Greek—so, not readable at all. Were they charging too much?
A movement across the highway drew my eye back to the window. I could feel
the distance of our two worlds—mine and theirs. Non-Muslim and Muslim.
White and brown. Safe and savage. I shifted, unsure of where that last
thought had come from, and embarrassed I had even thought it.
Wealthy and poor. But were they poor? The Saudis were rich, but the Syrians?
The Afghanis were poor. But they were refugees, so they must be poor.
Right? Refugees were poor—everybody knew that, didn’t they? I pushed the
1. A veil or headscarf traditionally worn by Muslim women to symbolize privacy and modesty.
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annoying questions aside, stood up, and braced myself to get the job done.
Get the photos and get out, Eden, I told myself. The only thing that lay between
me and the safety of my hotel room was this simple job. I was in Greece to
cover a different story, but having stumbled on this camp that seemed to have
popped up overnight, I was hoping that a few freelance photos might earn
me some extra cash. I checked to ensure my passport and credit cards still
lay securely under my shirt where nobody could take them. Lost documents
meant no way out of this country. No documents meant no travel—and being
trapped here was a frightening prospect. I shuddered and muttered, “Just get
the job done, Eden.”

Photos for Sale
My discovery of refugees at the EKO gas station would lead me on a journey
crisscrossing the Balkan Peninsula, and it bolstered what had been a mediocre
freelance income. Northern Greece and that gas station were about to
explode—however, as I crossed the highway that summer, these places had
yet to attract the international media’s map of interest. Yes, Middle Eastern
refugees were already using the EKO gas station as a stop before the border
with the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, but at that time, it was still
a sleepy little place—a place completely unprepared for the storm that was
coming.
By September, the world was glued to their newsfeeds as the Balkan Highway
route became a conduit for a human tidal wave. Hungary, with its thousands
of refugees amassed in Budapest’s Keleti station, was my next stop. I wanted
to be there to cover what might be the beginning of a coordinated jihad in
Europe.
Looking back, I suppose that Bara’ah and her baby Zinat were somewhere
8

in Greece, probably up by Lesvos, as I made that first journey across the
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the Greek border, traversed two more countries, and made the heart-sinking
discovery that they had missed the Hungarian border closure by a mere 24

EDEN BEGINS

highway. While Bara’ah traveled with a nursing baby in her arms, moved past

hours, I sold those first freelance photos from the EKO station and celebrated
my good fortune. Not only had the photos been much easier to sell than I’d
anticipated, they had opened up opportunities for more freelance jobs.
It was October when I met Bara’ah at the border between Croatia and
Slovenia, and that brief encounter began to pull at the fraying edges of my
tightly woven ideas about Middle Eastern people and the wave of asylumseekers they became. Maybe I recognized that while we were both women
whose journeys had run geographically parallell, her experience as an
undocumented Muslim woman fleeing Afghanistan was much different
than mine. Either way, I was impacted by the realization that Bara’ah had
courageously crossed over countries and the very real dangers that awaited her
while carrying two weights—baby Zinat on her hip, and an ache in her heart
for the husband she had left behind in Kabul.
I came to understand that just as Greece was the beginning of my story, it
was the beginning of the European chapter of Bara’ah’s story. Like so many
other refugees, Bara’ah found the vast, unpredictable Mediterranean and the
often-violent land of Bulgaria to be the bridge (the touchstones) of her long
journey. I had yet to realize how the story of one refugee mother, along with
the stories of 1.5 million others entering Europe, would create a narrative of
fear in me.
In late summer 2015, at the invitation of Germany’s chancellor, they came
from their homes in Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, as well as the even
more-distant North African countries, and began to crash upon European
shores with unprecedented power. These thousands of stories intersected with
9
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Europe across the highway from where I sat, and as they did, they shot a
spear of fear into my heart. I felt we were being invaded.
For Bara’ah and baby Zinat, Idomeni’s teeming pot of 15,000 stranded
inhabitants did not yet exist. They were simply part of the first wave—a
Muslim mother carrying her baby to safety, one painful step at a time. How
the media saw her, how Europe received her, and how the so-called Christian
West responded to her depended so much on the story that was told 2 and the
reporter who told it. That reporter was me. I am Eden.

A Mother and Baby Begin their Journey
Bara’ah shifted the baby on her hip and wiggled her toes. They ached. 3 Her
red tennis shoes were a bit too small—just enough so that each time she took
a step, her toes strained for freedom against the canvas. Somewhere after
Lesvos, after the sea, someone had given her these shoes. Could she have
asked them for a larger size? She hardly remembered how she had received
the clothes she now wore. But the journey across the sea—cold, wet rags
clinging to her body, the swell of the crashing waves—those were sensations
she would never forget.
Zinat whimpered in her arms. Bara’ah adjusted her pink cap and kissed her
cheek. Boarding that boat in Turkey, she could never have imagined how the
waves would threaten to tear her baby from her arms, how each crash would
slap at her breath, or how hard it would be to simply survive.
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2. News from October 16, 2016. <http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/slovenian-migrant
-border-fence-could-lead-to-violence-10-24-2016>
3. I met her in October at the border between Croatia and Slovenia or Slovakia. Many helped
translate. She probably came through Lesvos/Greece in September.
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What images come to mind when you hear the word “refugee”?

EDEN BEGINS

Reflect on this . . .

What emotions do you experience when you see refugees in the media?

Do you think what you believe about refugees is accurate or valid?
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